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Preface
About the Sierra Club
The Sierra Club was founded in 1892 by the legendary
naturalist and writer, John Muir, who sparked a public
desire to preserve wilderness by taking people into the
Sierra Nevada Mountains. Muirs philosophy was that
interaction with the natural landscape inspired
environmental stewardship.
To this day, Muirs desire to expose people to the
wilderness and to educate the public lives on through

Sierra Club Educational Principles
The activities and background information within
Watershed Connections are based on the
following educational principles:
Bringing People Together
Activities recognize and respect individual
knowledge and experience, and value individual
emotions, beliefs, cultures, and abilities.
Connecting With the Earth
Activities focus on the interconnectedness of our
ecosystems, and help link local communities with
global communities. They encourage
environmental stewardship and sustainability and
help reduce human impact.
Empowering Students
Activities provide skills which stimulate critical
thought and empower participants to initiate and
continue environmental activities.
Educating by Doing
Activities are centered on hands-on activities that
are linked with the out-of-doors to help
participants derive a sense of place.
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an international network of grassroots Sierra Clubs. The
Sierra Club of British Columbia still believes that
making people aware of our environment is critical to
maintaining and protecting it.
In Watershed Connections, the Sierra Club of British
Columbia has striven to create innovative, exciting and
balanced materials which not only follow Muirs
philosophy but also incorporate the wishes of British
Columbias educators, many of whom have expressed
a desire for environmental education resources and
programs which provide students with awareness and
knowledge, and which cultivate skills that enable
informed action.

Goals
Every school in British Columbia is in a watershed of
some sort. Any student or teacher can walk outside
their classroom and immediately begin observing their
watershed. They can start picking up on the
connections between that glass of water, what they
observe outside, and their own actions in their
watershed. This resource guide has four distinct goals,
each of which encourages place-based learning.
 To provide teachers with material on watersheds of
B.C. The material will be original historical/cultural
and scientific material that is interdisciplinary and
comprehensive and can be used for physical and
social sciences and arts.
 To provide teachers with structured ways for getting
students out into their local watershed and learning
in an experiential and creative way.
 To link high school students with their local watershed in a series of cross-curriculum activities that
builds on elementary concepts and programs.
 To provide skills, career preparation and citizenship
qualities for work in watershed monitoring, restoration and protection.

PREFACE

How to Use this Handbook
MODULES AND ICONS
This handbook is divided into a series of modules.
Each module is defined by a particular focus area. Each
module contains between two and four activities, and
provides information for both the teacher and the
student. Icons are included to help distinguish each
module. The icon for each module is show below.
Module 1, Watershed Works! explores
how we define watersheds, the
biological, geological and climatic
conditions which influence and, in turn,
are influenced by our watersheds, and
the diversity of life within British Columbias
watersheds.
Module 2, Watersheds and Culture,
investigates the relationships that exist
between watersheds and human beings.
From First Nations to early European
explorers and settlers to present day
inhabitants, the watersheds of British Columbia have
shaped, and likewise been shaped by, human beings.
Module 3, Going Global, shares with us
the big picture of watersheds  on a
global scale. Using activities that focus
on a different country, students will gain
insight into other cultures and the
different ways in which people globally interact with,
rely on, and modify their own watersheds  and the
potential repercussions of doing so.

Module 5, Watershed Stewardship,
explores ideas and activities about how
everyone, young or old, can become
responsible, effective watershed stewards.
Through hands-on activities and valuable
career advice, activities in Module 5 assist both the
student and the teacher in taking steps towards
watershed stewardship.
TEACHER INFORMATION
At the beginning of each module are two pages of
Notes for the Teacher which detail teacher-specific
information. This includes an activity outline, subject/
grade level information, and connections with the B.C.
Ministry of Educations Prescribed Learning Outcomes.
STUDENT INFORMATION
Individual activities are written for the student. They
are designed so that the teacher can photocopy each
activity for either the individual student or for student
groups. Each activity contains the following:
 Activity Objectives
 Time
 Materials
 First of All (background information)
 Key Words
 Activity Description
 Extension Ideas

Module 4, Watershed Worries, examines
the challenges surrounding watersheds
within British Columbia, such as polluted
drinking water, disappearing habitat and
deforestation, as well as viable solutions
to these issues.
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Introduction

A

watershed, or drainage basin, is a

region that drains into a particular
body of water such as a river, pond,

lake or ocean. Within large watersheds, such as
the Pacific Watershed, there are many, many

Why Watersheds?
Watersheds. What are they and why are
they so important? Why on earth should we have
a whole program dedicated to learning about why,
when and where water falls, lives and runs? Well, as
you probably know, water is one of the basic elements
of life  over two-thirds of the planet is covered with
it, humans and other animals are made primarily of it
(human brain cells are 75-85 percent water), and
without it we couldnt last more than a few short days.
Nobel Prize winner Albert von Szent-Gyorgyi observed
that water molecules appear to be intimately involved
in every aspect of the living state of everything on
earth.
Water connects us humans to literally everything else
on earth  and that includes all biotic (living) and
abiotic (non-living) things. Did you know that a drop of
water that fell as a tear from Picassos eye years ago
might be coursing through your veins this very day? It
may well be part of a cougars saliva next week, and
could easily go on to become crystallized as a delicate
snowflake landing atop frigid Mount Waddington
next January.
That same water drop could melt and help dissolve
minerals to create soil in a small bog near the base of
the mountain, then provide nourishment and
sustenance for a tiny lichen to grow there. That lichenwater might be sipped and nibbled lovingly by a
passing deer, who will eventually become old and die
near a fast-running creek. Its carcass would add
nutrition downstream in the creek and become part of
a salmon, which in turn would be devoured by a
hungry grizzly bear... and on and on. The connections
which take place in a watershed are infinite
and wondrous.
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smaller ones, and within those smaller watersheds there are even smaller ones. You will find
out more about the definition of watersheds as
you travel further into this booklet.

We thought that such an intensely important element
 one that creates a common thread between all
things  deserves some contemplation. Thus this
booklet  Watershed Connections. It is meant to
encourage and inspire students and teachers to
discover more about the hows, whats, wheres, whens
and whys of the water that moves around us in nature.
The booklet focuses on watersheds because these
earthly places where water lives can help us begin to
unravel some of the mysteries of the miracle of fresh
water.
In this booklet, you will find a number of modules and
activities that will help you on your way to becoming
more savvy about water, particularly fresh water, and
especially about fresh water and watersheds. The
activities are connected to the British Columbia
secondary school curriculum, and each one suggests
relevant and pertinent learning outcomes and
achievable objectives. They are designed with the

INTRODUCTION

basic assumption that students engage directly in their
own research and learning, with the teacher as a
facilitator/encourager.

THE TAO OF LEADERSHIP

Most importantly, after exploring the Water
Connections activities, you may well view water
differently. For water is the provider of life in your
school, for you, your friends and family, and for every
other living thing on this big blue planet of ours. All
animals, including humans, live in watersheds, are
users of water and have impacts on watershed ecology.
It would behoove all of us to make ourselves just a
little wiser about some of the connections that water
provides for us (even if our brains are 75-85 percent
water!). As we become more knowledgeable about
watersheds, we will naturally become effective water
stewards, and with luck Watershed Connections will
help us along that watery pathway.

The wise teacher is like water. Consider water:

As with all geographic and physical processes (and
anything else remotely scientific) we humans tend to
break things down, or reduce them into components
or parts. This is done for convenience in order to make
it easier to explain whats happening. As you might
already know, however, many of the things we break
down are actually interconnected, and a change in one
usually affects all the other bits. In the name of science
and convenience, Watershed Connections breaks
information down into separate topics. In the name of
fluidity and continuity, however, (and in keeping with
the title of our booklet) there is an attempt to make
connections between the various topics. Each activity
can also be used in conjunction with others or as a
stand-alone project. Use what you want, and leave the
rest for another day!

regardless of the rate of pay. The teacher

water cleanses and refreshes all creatures
without distinction and without judgement;
water freely and fearlessly goes deep beneath
the surface of things; water is fluid and
responsive; water follows the law freely.
Consider the teacher: the teacher works in any
setting without complaint, with any person or
issue that comes on the floor. The teacher acts
so that all will benefit and serves well

speaks simply and honestly and intervenes in
order to shed light and create harmony.
From watching the movements of water, the
teacher has learned that in action, timing is
everything. Like water, the teacher is yielding.
Because the teacher does not push, the group
does not resent or resist.

Naturalist Loren Eisley once said, If there is magic on
this planet, it is in water. Get to know your watershed,
become a watershed steward, get your feet wet, and
feel the magic!
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